EOS, is a joint venture of worldwide famous Italian hygiene and
health firm Servizi Ospedalieri (SO) and pioneer medical firm
in the fields of production, import and export in Turkey Ertunç
Özcan (EO). EOS is established with the aim of presenting
hygiene service to hospitals in a non conventional, wholistic
solution approach to change the standards in this regard.
EOS is established by the partners who combine their
recognition, expertise and worldwide experience in medical
market. It aims at presenting world standards in a delicate
subject like hospital hygiene.

ABOUT
Servizi Ospedalieri which is the leading firm of Laundry and Sterilization in Italy has been
providing services in this field for a long time. By merger with Omasa firm, Servizi Ospedalieri
has become the prominent exogenous surgical instruments provider in Italy. Thus, it can provide
a wholistic service in the systematic leasing field. Its biggest difference from its competitors is
presenting flexible and personal solutions to its clients in consequence of technologic research
and development studies.
Sterile sets which are manufactured in sterilization centers of Servizi Ospedalier have CE
Conformity Certificate (CE Mark). This certificate indicates that every product sets meets
basic requirements in accordance with 93/42/EEC European directives and these products are
acceptable to sale in nationwide and European wide. A product with a CE mark means guarantee
and assurance for user and final user.
Technological research and innovation are the most important features for Servizi Ospedalieri.

Each year Servizi Ospedalieri provides;
- Processing over 40 million kg hospital textiles
- Bed management more than 45.000
- 100.000 surgical enterprise guarantee
- More than 100 service points including public and private hospitals, clinics and nursing houses.
- Providing service to more than 120.000 health worker
- Operating 19 sterilization centers all over Italy.
- 100.000 packaged surgical instruments kits.
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ABOUT
Ertunç Özcan, established in 1968, has been exporting to Europe, Africa,
Middle and East Asia, Turkic Republics, Balkan States, and Arabian Peninsula
for 45 years. Ertunç Özcan (EO) which made a deal with a worldwide
famous brand in 2013, is the distributor of worldwide famous and leading
brands in their respective areas including turn-key hospital projects in Turkey.
This firm which produces newborn child products is also the first
sterilization equipment manufacturer in Turkey. It provides technical service
for 24/7 and supplies spare parts after sales.
It has ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485:2003 quality management certificates
since 12 December 2003.
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ABOUT
Not just a provider, also a partner. EOS is a supportive,
professional, innovative, reliable partnership to make health
establishment to achieve perfection. Basic feature of EOS which
adopts current health service standards is service flexibility in its
supplies and customization. Every need is analyzed and designed
in cooperation with the customer. Every new solution is used
actively to support continued innovation process.

Servizi Ospedalieri Laundry Facility, Ferrara/Italy

^

With EOS you are in safe hands,

Through its experience EOS can provide a extensive and special services in delicate and
important operations such as sterilization and interior logistic.
Continuous technical and operational check
Guarantee of accordance with safety requirements.
Traceability of the performed activities and obtained results.
Management with its own personnel.

^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Cost Planning and rationalization

Integrated Supply

EOS which is able to provide leasing services from surgical instruments, surgical textiles
and hospital textiles to integrated logistics and can also provide these services separately
or holistically is a strategic partner for health establishments.
EOS combines its every expertise services with its deep knowledge in a net vision. This
brings EOS and its customer together for mutual solution search, thus saving in service

^

organization and gaining more efficiency.

Our Services

^

Disinfection - Sterilization

^ ^

Surgical Textiles Sterilization
Surgical Instruments Sterilization

^

Systematic Hiring
(Hospital Textiles and Surgical Instruments)

^ ^

Laundry (Laundry Room Management)
Logistics
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STERILIZATION
Our Sterilization service is splits in two; Surgical Textiles
and Surgical Instruments.

SURGICAL TEXTILES STERILIZATION
In the field of surgical textiles sterilization field only qualified
and educated personnel who can work with hospital
professionals are employed and these services are managed
in accordance with current health services standards.
Centralization of sterilization operations with only one service
provider optimizes the performance, raises efficiency, quality

^

and safety standards, as well as becoming an expense in budget.

Sterilization and management of surgical textiles

^ ^

Management of Sterile Supply Departments
Inventory holding of surgical textiles

^

EOS can manage whole process of sterilization the textiles used in surgical operations.

Stages of surgical textiles sterilization service

^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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Soiled handling and sorting of surgical textiles.
Packaging
Sterilization
Storing
Delivery

Sterile Supply Departments under
EOS management are designed to
meet every need of the customers
for sterile package production.

Siena University Hospital CSSD, Siena/Italy

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS STERILIZATION
Surgical instruments sterilization service is managed
professionally in accordance with standards by qualified
expert and educated personnel. Centralization of
sterilization operations with only one service provider
optimizes the performance, raises efficiency, quality and

^

safety standards also simplifies budget management.

Sterilization and management of surgical instruments

^ ^

Management of Sterile Supply Departments
Inventory holding and maintenance of surgical instruments

^

EOS can manage whole process of sterilization the instruments used in surgical operations.

Stages of surgical instruments sterilization service

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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Soiled handling and sorting of surgical instruments.
Washing and Disinfection
Packaging
Sterilization
Storing
Delivery

EOS manages the whole
process of sterilization for
the instruments used in
surgical operations.

Siena University Hospital CSSD, Siena/Italy

EOS supports with an expert team in the subjects of working protocols of all production
and management processes, definition of controlling and monitoring systems, and

^

specialization of sets.

Design, Manufacture and Management of Sterile Supply Departments

EOS has an extremely specialized technical team which designs Sterile Supply
Departments for surgical operation room textiles.
EOS also deals with the following:

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Design of structure and layout
Construction of centers, equipment and furniture providing.
Central management by its own staff.
Special courses and seminars for personnel

Can also provide consultancy about all sterilization operations.

Siena University Hospital CSSD, Siena/Italy
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SYSTEMATIC HIRING
EOS performs systematic hiring which is a special leasing method in the
subjects of surgical textiles, hospital textiles and surgical instruments. This
system includes hiring necessary surgical textiles, hospital textiles and surgical
instruments to the hospitals provided by us where necessary. Thus, chain will
not be broken due to lack of any equipment and quality of our service does
not decrease. Also a perfect solution is generated in a delicate subject like
this one.
Systematic hiring service is developed for perfection and quality of operating
the process with holistic solution approach. EOS performs systematic hiring
service only for the hospitals it provides sterilization and laundry services.

SYSTEMATIC HIRING
1
The process is
observed in the
hospitals we provide
service

2

Equipment
deficiencies (surgical
instruments, surgical
textiles, hospital
textiles) and needs
are established.

3

4

Established
deficiencies are
supplied by our
systematic hiring
service

The process is
put into operation
as complete and
perfect.
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EOS uses a system which is tested and developed for performing the sterilization of reusable
surgical textiles in surgical operating rooms, hospital textiles and surgical instruments in
accordance with current health standards and management for reusable sterile materials. It
is a service system that combines generates special sets for every surgical specialty, fabrics
manufactured with newly developed materials, expert assistance (beginning, education,
consultancy) and traceability of supplying service (stock control, expiring date control, device
monitoring data system).
System proposes maximum comfort, protection and environmental coherence to surgical
team by anticipating use of clothes and scrubs in accordance with mostly advanced European
standards (EN 13795). This system proposes use of three layered and microfiber scrubs/fabrics.
Textile materials used for surgical operations are liquid proof and have a breathing character
due to its diminished particles. Also through their physical features, they can be reused after
every sterilization term with keeping their features.
Product describing and traceability are provided due to their own software system and bar
coding of this system. This system can show in which state are both surgical textiles products
and surgical instruments.
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Where necessary, surgical
textiles, hospital textiles and
surgical instruments can be
hired by our company.

LAUNDRY ROOM MANAGEMENT
Laundry and hiring services can be provided in hospitals’ laundry facilities. The
personnel collects the laundry to do from departments and delivers clean textiles.
Laundry room management also includes some important services for health
establishments:

^ ^

By IT system support, input-output and stock control of the materials.
Analyses of maximum and standard consumption amounts of all
products with respect to departments.

These provide logistic models fit customer’s flow need.
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Laundry and hiring services
can be provided in hospitals’
laundry facilities.

Servizi Ospedalieri Laundry Facility, Ferrara/Italy

Centralization of the
entire process of surgical
instruments optimizes
performance.
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